The Pason EDR: Maximize Efficiency with Multiple Traces

Overview
In the increasingly fast-paced wellsite environment, timely access to important drilling information is critical to a project's success. With the Pason Electronic Drilling Recorder (EDR), you'll have this access in a clean, modern interface with multiple trace capabilities.

Emerging Customer Needs
Rig personnel need even faster access to drilling information on an EDR interface. They also want to display multiple traces per plot and to configure the traces easily to suit their needs. With this access and control, they can monitor trends and respond quickly to developing situations.

In short, rig personnel need to be able to:
- Absorb onscreen data quickly and effectively.
- View more data on each screen of the EDR interface at one time.
- Display multiple traces per plot.
- Configure traces quickly and efficiently.

The Pason EDR Solution
Our EDR addresses this need for increased access and control with an advanced interface designed for maximum readability. The EDR also provides access to more data per screen, enables multiple trace display, and makes it easy to configure traces.

Clear, Accessible Interface
The EDR interface offers a clear view into company drilling projects as follows:

- Hole depth and bit depth are stacked to enable multiple trace display.
- A neutral background puts the focus on company drilling data instead of the buttons and boxes.
- Five plots per screen increase data per screen and reduce scrolling.
- A single trace graph for time and depth maximizes the available data on one screen.
- Default trace orders and saved custom trace orders save time on future projects.
Multiple Trace Configuration

The EDR provides the following control over trace display:

**Summary**

With the Pason EDR, company rig personnel will be in a solid position to stay on top of drilling projects by quickly accessing key information and managing multiple traces.

**For More Information About the EDR**

In the US, contact **USSales@pason.com**.
In Canada, contact **Sales@pason.com**.

---

Technology Deployed Simply

At Pason, we design technology that is simple to deploy, use, and maintain. And we back it up with the industry's best standard of care. This translates into increased rig uptime, improved efficiency, and reduced operating costs. At the rig, in the office, or on the go, Pason makes technology work. Simply.